Reflections theme for Fall 2012: "The Magic of a Moment..."

and 2014-2015 Reflections Theme Search

The PTA Reflections Theme for the 2012-13 school year is "The Magic of a Moment...". Entries are due Oct. 19th. If your student wants another challenge they can enter the 2014-15 Reflections Theme Search Contest (entries due by Oct. 15th)! Links for the rules and forms are below.

--- A box will be available in the office by Oct. 12th for students to drop off their entries for both the Reflections Arts program and the Theme contest. ---

BEFORE your student begins creating their entry, please read the rules (they have been revised since last year)! Contact Reshma Eggleston at reflections@thoreaupta.org with any questions or problems. Thanks!

What is the PTA Reflections Program? Why should my student try it?

- Reflections is an arts program sponsored by the national PTA.
- Students enter original works in one or more of these categories: Visual arts (painting, drawing, collage, etc.), music composition, literature, dance choreography, photography, or film. The entry deadline is October 24th.
- Artworks interpret a different theme each year. The 2012-13 theme is "The Magic of a Moment...".
- Works that best interpret the theme may go on to county, district, state and national competitions. Every student will be invited to a celebration in the spring (most likely a breakfast before school - date TBA). All works will be on display, and all participants will receive recognition of their efforts.
- Reflections involves awards, but the real focus is simply on getting students interested and involved in the arts. Just participating gives students confidence, experience, and constructive feedback -- and it's fun!

*****Student Entry Form - this must accompany your entry!*****

General Participation Rules

Dance Choreography Rules

Film Production Rules

Literature Rules

Music Composition Rules

Photography Rules

Visual Arts Rules

***NEW*** Special Artist Division Rules ***NEW***

Please visit www.vapta.org for rules in Spanish

Reflections Theme Contest Entry form: email reflections@thoreaupta.org to request